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NOTES ON THE OS MODEL: 
 
When you bring a book onto the OS you become a member of a community. Ours is not a one-time, contractual relationship.  
We see you as part of a cooperative effort -- and likely your query letter and/or demonstrated history of activism, work as a 
community leader, change agent, educator, or something in your work indicated that you would be a good match for our ethos. 
Hopefully, if you’ve already familiarised yourself with our mission and ethos, some or most of what you read here won’t be new to 
you! 
 
In building the OS infrastructure, we hoped to begin to shift the broken model away from the cycle of costly, drawn out, submission 
and rejection — in which so many of us await permission and validation, leaving the viability of our work’s production in the hands of 
others. We believe that through creating a peer-to-peer system of shared editorial and design labor, and through transparent 
financial modelling, that we can supercede that cycle, educating ourselves and others about publishing in the process, and 
facilitating the publication of work that might otherwise fall between the cracks. Ultimately, we hope to move our model to a fully 
cooperative one. 
 
Our intention is to provide a transparent, accessible option with no reading or contest fees, and to provide you with beautiful, 
archival, tangible BOOKS, that you can have and use to continue to grow your career/practice as well as as a document of your 
work. Our intention is to bring genre exploding, singular, off center, silenced, hybrid work into print circulation, and to get these 
works into the archive. 
 
What it means when we say that you are now a member of a community is that when we agree to publish your work we are 
saying far more than that: we are inviting you to be part of an ongoing, evolving experiment, and inviting you to create and 
publish your work using the OS infrastructure to support you from here on out . It’s not a carte blanche acceptance of 
everything you’ve ever written or will write, because we want all our our work to continue to evolve and be challenged -- 
but it DOES mean that we may suggest projects TO you based on work we’ve seen of yours and admired, it means bring 
your new projects to us for review and constructive dialogue, it means bring projects of your own -- anthologies, 
collaborations, translations, editorial endeavors -- and we will seek to find a home and way for them here.  
 
The OS is a book design and production focused operation, NOT a marketing and sales focused operation. This doesn’t mean that 
we haven’t set up distribution avenues — we have — and that our books don’t sell — they do — but it means that how well your 
book sells is primarily up to you, and to how much you’re willing to be a collaborator in your own process. If you are actively 
engaging and asking questions, we will assist and answer, but you have to show up 100% for it to really work. 
 
We’ve done a lot of the legwork for you -- put together resources and strategies for orienting yourself to the overwhelming task of 
surveying the field of self-promotion in a comprehensive guide which authors receive on acceptance of their first volume [Book 
Marketing Orientation Guide, see PDF] which also lays out the very real and extensive labor that we do on your behalf! 
 
We will work with you, tirelessly, to help promote and place your book, however, our bandwidth is only so wide, and since we do not 
pay ourselves for our own labor (and indeed pay out of pocket for myriad OS expenses) we all have other full time jobs — and we 
are all artists and poets in our own right.  
 
We created this because we felt it was sorely needed — not because we have trust funds (we don’t) or because we have time to 
spare in ways others in the community do not (far from!). We will fight for you and make beautiful things for you purely out of love for 
the work! But it’s essential that you understand what this means.  
 
Hence, this document. Thanks for taking the time to read it! 
 
Lynne DeSilva-Johnson 
Founder, Lead Facilitator, Managing Editor 
The Operating System 
TIMELINE / DESIGN: 



 
The OS / I will provide you with a fully edited / designed interior and cover 2-3 months before the anticipated 
publication date as a PDF. If desired, a hard copy pre-press proof can be ordered from our printer at the cost 
of $30. We will have pre-release copies available between 6 and 3 weeks prior to the publication date, which 
I will send to SPD for distribution, distribute to reviewers, to those who provided blurbs, or other supporters 
at no cost to you. You will be given the opportunity to participate in online media for the OS website in 
anticipation of release - an interview, shared excerpts, multimedia, or other forms of pre-release support are 
available. The book will be offered for pre-order at a 25% discount to friends and family in anticipation of 
release, with an exclusive link to be shared as you see fit. You can order an unlimited number of author 
copies at 60% of retail price.  

 
RIGHTS / COPYRIGHT:  
 

Authors maintain exclusive rights to their work, and may always reprint or republish portions of their work 
online or off, provided The OS is given recognition as the holder of the right to full publication in English.  As 
part of our agreement, the author / translator give the OS permission to use excerpts and images from the 
work without exclusion in print and online media for publicity purposes.  The OS will retain the right to reprint 
the book in this current form (or future editions) indefinitely, unless the author withdraws permission.  
 
As part of our commitment to access to indigent communities and support of open source creative 
documentation, our books are printed using the most strict Creative Commons License, the 
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs / CC BY-NC-ND license, rather than a standard copyright. I believe 
firmly that those that might wish to reproduce or steal this work for their own gain would do so regardless of 
copyright law; however, what this license does is remove stigma or threat of litigation from those now or in 
the future who might wish to reproduce this work for activist or community education purposes outside the 
academy, who might not have the financial or legal wherewithal to do so. It is a statement about the ultimate 
ownership of creative labor being in the hands of the people, never the law. 

 
PRINTING and DISTRIBUTION: 
 

Because of our dedication to design without restriction, OS titles have been traditionally printed by Offset via 
Spencer Printing, not print on demand, which is slightly more costly but supports small business, to which 
we are dedicated. Our titles are distributed to the trade by Small Press Distribution. Sales for these titles 
through major online retailers such as Amazon and Barnes and Noble is also strictly through SPD.  
 
However, this has turned out to be a risky and sometimes financially untenable model. Beginning in 2017, 
we will move to a hybrid model, with books that have sold less than 30 copies in presale no longer 
moving to SPD, instead being distributed solely through Ingram (which actually has better distribution) 
and being printed on demand rather than printed upfront and housed in a warehouse. An ebook can be 
made available if desired. 
 
However, if sales of a book are lower than this number, and SPD distribution is still desired by the author, 
we are open to shared financing and profit sharing models on a project-to-project basis. 
 
Think of this as similar to a recording studio for your album, and to Lynne (who will do all design and editing) 
as your sound engineer. When we accept a book, we are saying we love your work, and would be willing to 
volunteer our skills/labor to make it into a beautiful book (“album”), which then you are welcome to buy 
deeply reduced copies of and sell for profit. And, which we will also make available for distribution — ie, 
which will then be made available to bookstores, libraries, and for purchase to the public direct on our 
website, at bookfairs, via our distributor, and via major online retailers. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/


 
However, it’s not a good model for us to not only do this labor for free but then also produce a large amount 
of a product without proof that the costs will be covered. A recording studio, to follow the metaphor, would 
not press a huge number of records for a band with no tangible following on the hopes that sales of these 
records would sell decently enough to cover the cost of their production. 
Does that make sense? 
 

 
COSTS AND DIVIDENDS / ROYALTIES:  
 

These figures change based on the scale of sales. 
Initial print runs have been between 50 and 1000 books, a number determined by presale figures. 
Chapbook print runs are generally smaller. Whether you receive probono author copies or dividends is 
entirely determined by the number of books sold.  
 
Most books we sell will just about cover their production and associated marketing and distribution costs, 
though many don’t.  

 
A quick primer on cost structure and potential dividends: 
 
What does my book cost to make and what am I/what is the OS earning on that book? 
Remembering that book sales are the ONLY source of income for the OS to cover its costs: 

 
Let’s say one copy of a book (when printed in bulk) costs $5 to print. 
The ISBN cost is $25 
The title distribution cost for SPD is $25 
The hard copy proof costs $30 
The yearly fee for distribution is 200 
Tables (not including travel and other costs, which we pay out of pocket) at the three bookfairs cost $1000 
So let’s say for a year in which we have 10 books, that the cost “per book” is $120 
Starting at a print run of 200 books, we have an upfront cost of: 
$1000 + $25 +25 + $30 + $120 = $1200 
plus shipping, depending on the weight of the book, to the OS and SPD, a low estimate of $50 = $1250 
plus lets say 10 gratis copies with shipping and handling to blurbers and reviewers 

 
total (not including labor or marketing costs): $1330 for 200 books 
 

Now let’s try to recover that cost! 
The retail price of that book might be $18. 
You are allowed an unlimited number of author copies at 60% of retail.  
Presale is usually around 60% of retail.  
 
So let’s say you order 30 copies, at $10.80 = 324.  
We’d print extra copies for you, and ship them, so that would be about $180 in the green. 
And let’s say there’s 30 presale orders, also at 60%, so another $324.  

 
We’re at $826 cost for the OS, still. 
 

At bookfairs, we try to sell our books at a discounted rate, around 75% of cover. 
It would be huge if we sold 20 of your book at bookfairs this year, for $270. 



 
Still down $556 
 

Hopefully, during this time, books have also sold through SPD? 
Sure. And here’s some actual numbers, taken from sales in 2Q16 for a book at this price: 
58 copies sold (a nice amount!): totalling $644.04 in sales, our take of which is $322.02 
Also, BTW, SPD sends dividends *two quarters* (6 months) later.  

 
So, we’re at - $234, and we’ve sold 108 of our 200 books, a year later. 
 
IN SUM: 
 

we believe that your work is worth a huge amount, which is why we are willing to do all this free 
labor to realise it in book form! 
but very very rarely will a book sell enough to actually earn dividends. However, we encourage you 
to buy copies and sell them yourself. On those copies you will earn more than double what we earn! 
And you can order an unlimited amount, and continue to order them for as long as you wish.  
 
Dividends generally become possible after the sale of approximately 250 books. 
You will receive 20 copies after 200 copies sell, after 500 copies you receive 20 additional copies 
plus $200. Also, if you personally order 100 or more copies, you will receive 10 copies per 100. 
If our agreement includes an ebook, the author will receive 50% net of all sales. 

 
 
 
 
 


